Growth-dependent variation of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) restriction and expression of Ly-2 and CD3/alpha/beta T cell receptor in cloned cytotoxic T cells.
The specificity of major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-restricted antigen recognition by cytotoxic T cells (CTL) has been clearly correlated to the alpha/beta T cell receptor (TcR) complex on the T cell surface. Occasional changes in the specificity of in vitro cultivated CTL clones, therefore, have been suspected to result from alterations of the genes coding for the TcR alpha and/or beta chain. Here we demonstrate that pronounced variations in the stringency of MHC restriction, previously reported to occur during long-term culture of 2,4,6-trinitrophenyl (TNP)-specific CTL clones, may occur rapidly in a growth-dependent, reversible manner, i.e. without structural TcR variation. Several H-2b TNP-specific CTL clones were shown to possess strong cross-reactivity for H-2k TNP target cells when seeded at low cell numbers, but exhibit reduced or undetectable cross-reaction to H-2k TNP in high-density cultures. Another clone revealed "heteroclitic" properties with significantly stronger cytotoxic activity towards allogeneic (H-2k) than syngeneic (H-2b) TNP-modified target cells. In this case dilute cultures appeared as exclusively allo-MHC restricted, whereas dense cultures were allo/self cross-restricted. In all instances these phenomena were accompanied by cell density-dependent quantitative changes in the expression of Ly-2 and T cell antigen receptor. CTL from dilute cultures had at least 2-fold higher surface concentrations of Ly-2 and CD3 antigens than cells from dense cultures while other surface markers such as Thy-1 or LFA-1 were completely identical. No such effects were observed for CTL clones exhibiting cell density-independent specificity patterns. We conclude from these findings that (a) the stringency of MHC restriction specificity may be significantly affected by the amount of expressed TcR and/or Ly-2 molecules, (b) CTL possess mechanisms to regulate Ly-2 and TcR expression and, hence, their MHC-restricted antigen recognition, and (c) the ability to regulate Ly-2 and TcR expression may be altered during prolonged culture of a CTL clone.